Vision

Safe, seamless, and connected mobility options foster a thriving Alexandria for all.

Guiding Principles

ACCESS Alexandria

Accessible – Alexandria will work to make its transportation network fully accessible for users of all ages and abilities.

Connected – Alexandria’s transportation system will take you where you want to go seamlessly by leveraging technology and integrating transportation and land use.

Convenient – Alexandria will provide a transportation system with high-quality mobility options that are reliable, frequent, proximate, and comfortable.

Equitable – Alexandria acknowledges that different populations have different starting points in their level of mobility. Alexandria will be targeted, inclusive, and intentional in addressing gaps in transportation service and infrastructure for under-served persons and neighborhoods.

Safe – Alexandria will eliminate all traffic deaths and serious injuries by 2028.

Sustainable – Alexandria will prioritize low-carbon mobility options and reduce automobile dependency.

In the summer visioning survey, we asked you “What are three words that come to mind when you think about your ideal vision for mobility in Alexandria?”

Please share your thoughts and reactions to the draft vision and guiding principles!